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You can't put more time in your life,

but you can put more life in your

time. To the degree that you can

focus your time and expertise-and
that of others-you will be able to

create incredible results. "

- Mark Sanborn
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Managing Time for Maximum Results

@

"This time, like all times, is a very good one, if we but know what to do with it."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson, Essayist & Poet

Learning Goals

By participating in this session, you will:

. Malntain focus on the time and expeftise of yourself and others

. lmprove your ability to avoid and manage distractions.

. Apply the six principles of time management.

. ldentify and concentrate your eflorts on MVP activities

Executives and

managers who model

healthy productivity

have staff who mirror

their attitudes and

actions. Those who

don't create a chaotic

environment,.,As

a start, managers

can make sure to

promote, model, and

train themselves and

their staff in the best

practices of time

literacy,"

- Chief Learning

1fficer magazine
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Session Opener
173 Things

ln the time provided, try to list 173 things you did yesterday
1._ 47.- 93.

11
We do 173 different things
every day. The problem is
165 of them don't count, 0f
all the things you do every day,

what are the 6-8 things that
give you the greatest payback
on your investment of time
and experiise?"

- Mark Sanborn
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Please fill in the blanks below as you watch the presentation.

1. The three management resources of a leader include: 
.1.

Z. and 3 , lncredible results are achieved by

aligning the focus of these three resources.

2. Mark Sanborn shares Six Principles of Time Management. Time Management Principle #1 is, "Everyone

is focused on something, The question is ?" The leader must direct that focus

3. Time Management Principle #2 is, "Don't assume that people are focused on the

things," Focus is defined as, "doing the right things in the right ways and creating the right results

4, Time Management Principle #3 is, "What you ,"Leaders

need to be very clear in communicating about "the things people are dolng that are an ineffective or

inefficient focus of their time," Time Management Principle #4 is, "What you

.,' 'What you celebrate gets continued," says Mark Sanborn

5. Time Management Principle #5 is, "Don't what you don't
" Consistent follow-up helps to avoid unmet expectations,

6. Time Management Pdnciple #6 is, " is always believed over

" "Leaders must be as focused as we expect those we lead to be," said

Mark Sanborn

kill focus, "Distractions are the #1 killer of focus," warns Mark Sanborn.
"Distractions happen to the average knowledge worker every 11 minutes," lt then takes an average of 20

minutes to refocus back on the primary task,

8, To manage distractions, Mark Sanborn warns, "not to confuse the

relevant with the interesting and

9, "Research is pretty clear that multitasking is probably a " Mark Sanborn

says, When people try to do three tasks simultaneously, it usually results in all three activities failing to get

the focus they deserve,

10. " focus is citical to improve results," claims Mark Sanborn.

Continued on next page

you

you

and the
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11, Mark Sanborn identifies Four Types of Distractions, Distraction #1 is the type that is neither

nor

12, Distraction #2 is the type that is but not actionable at all

13, Distraction #3 ls the type that is important but actionable in the

14. Distraction #4 is both important and meaning it is a matter that is urgent

and/or time sensitive and should be addressed immediately, For an example, Mark Sanborn used the

image of a fire alarm as something that we need to respond to immediately, "The reality is that there are

far fewer fire alarms than most people pretend," Mark Sanborn shares,

15, To manage distractions before or when they occur, Mark Sanborn offers these suggestlons,

time. lf a task is important, then it warrants a specific allocation of time

on your schedule, Key people should know that you cannot be interrupted during blocked time.

B. Work behind

C,

doors, When distractions can't be avoided, we can

them, Problems don't arise when distractions occur, but when we

respond to them. lf distractions are actionable and urgent, we can also,,.

D, Act on them and then refocus.

16. Mark Sanborn offers three techniques for leaders to focus themselves and the time and expertise of

their team, Focus lmprovement Technique #1 is to identify

most valuable and most profitable activities,

Activities, These are your

1Z Focus lmprovement Technique #2 says that leaders should spend

MVP Activities every day,

18. To improve team memberfocus, Mark Sanborn encourages leaders in Technique #3 to have employees

identify and rank their top 10 Activities. Leaders should also create a top 10 list for each

employee, and then the leader and employee should compare and refine the employee's focus list together.

is the anesthesia of ineffective leadership, Lack of focused activities can

make someone feel busy even while they accomplish little.

20, Mark Sanborn outlines Six MVP Activities for leaders to consider. MVP Activity #1 is to allocate
.15 

minutes every day to ______- --, MVP Activity #2is ----- where we

ask, ''What happened and what did it mean?' N/VP Activity #3 is to ------,
which fuels great leadership, MVP Activity #4 is to ___-__ This moves workplace relationships

from transactional to a stronger level, MVP Activity #5 is to ___ yourself and members of

your team through mentoring, coaching, and counseling, lncreases in innovation, profitability, efficiency,

and effectiveness come from these things. MVP Activity #6 is 'A leader's success is

not predicated on what they want to do, it is based on what gets done," warns Mark Sanborn.
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r lrI Key ldeas & Applications
' Discussion of

ln the space provided, list what you think are the most important ideas from the presentation and how

you can apply them to your work. Then share your thoughts in small groups.

Learning Guide Answers
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Time, Expertise, Time
& Expertise of Team

What

Right

Allow Condone,
Celebrate, Encourage

Expect, lnspect

Behavior, Words

7. Distractions

8. lmportant,Enjoyable

9. Myth

10. Singular

11. lmportant, Actionable

12. lmportant

13. Future

14. Actionable

15. Block, Closed, lgnore

.I6. MVP

17. 60-80%

.18. MVP

'19. Activity

20. Think, Reflect, Learn, Relate,
Develop, Execute
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Complete your five assigned tasks as quickly as possible You will be working independently, but general instructions

will be given to your group,

o Focus Group:You will be working on the tasks one at a time-in order [1 to 5]-completing each task

before moving on to the ne>d.

Task Switchers: You may choose the task you do first. You do not have to work in any certain order,

Whenever you hear the whistle blow, however, you must immediately switch to a different task,

Multi-Taskers: You will be working on the tasks, but you must always be attempting to do more than one

task at a time, At no time should you be focusing on iust one task

After completing the exercise, answer the following questions:

What was your assigned group?

Which group would you have chosen for yourself? Why?

Did you feel that your approach was successful? Why?

What were the positives for your approach? What were the negatives?

Which approach do you typically choose in the workplace?

Can you think of someone in your company who has a different approach? What is it?

What are some positive changes that you could make in your focus on daily tasks?
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Disruption Squares

Part 1

List some of the typical disruptions you experience at work

Part2
Review the diagram below and turn to the next page
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Exercise
Disruption Squares

Parl2 - Continued
Beview the list of distractions that you created in Part 1. From your list, identify three workplace disruptions
that fit in each quadrant and write them in the spaces below,

1. Actionable / Not lmportant 2. Actionable / lmportant

3. Not Actionable / Not lmportant 4. Not Actionable / lmportant

Part 3
ln his presentation, Mark Sanborn suggested four ways to handle distractions before or when they

occur, including:

a. Block time c. lgnore

Review your disiractions again, Beside each distraction, write the letter above of the distraction
management strategy that might be most effective for each.
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Complete the self-evaluation chart below. Rate yourself on a scale of 1-5.

[1 = something you almost never do; 5 = something you almost always do.]

At some point each day, take time to think.

What happened and what did it mean?

Expose yourself to new and better ideas.

Develop deep relationships with people who matter.

Take time to develop yourself and your team,

Your success is based on what you get done.

Choose one of the areas that you will commit to improve in the upcoming month. List action steps
you can take to achieve your goal.

MVP area that I am committing to improve this month:

11

Think

Reflect

Learn

Relate

Develop

Execute

Action steps:
Time is a choice.
lf we don't like how

we're spending an

hour, we can choose

differently. lnstead of

saying 'l don't have

time' try saying'it's

not a priority,' and

see how it feels.

Changing our

language reminds us

that time is a choice."

- The Wall Street

Journal
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v Personal Action Plan

Five-Minute Discussion Option

Name:

Date:

Employer:

Manager's Name:

Best implementation idea(s):

Action Steps:

1,

Expected results/impact, both personal and to employer

(e,9,, cost savings, more revenue):

@
{m}

Learning G

/'\
L

oals

Maintain focus on the
time and expertise of
yourself and others,

lmprove your ability
to avoid and manage
distractions,

Apply the six pdnciples
of time management.

ldentify and concentrate
your eflorts on MVP

activities,
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Exercise
Switch lt Up - Task List

Wait to receive your instructions. Which will dictate how you complete the five assignments in this
exerclse?

Assignment 1

Make a paper clip chain using 30 paper clips. When you have finished, count the number of paper
clips in your chain to ensure accuracy.

Assignment 2

lntroduce yourself to five people not in your table group. ln the spaces below, write down their names
and where they were born,

Name Birthplace

Assignment 3

Follow the instructions here to make a paper glider, Write
your name on it and test it to be sure it willfly approxi-
mately 3 meters [10 feet]. Retrieve your glider.

Assignment 4

Walk the length of the room 10 times while either singing
a song that you like out loud, or reciting the letters of the
alphabet. [Note: lf you lose count, you must start over,]

Continued on next page.

Hffiffi
Aa fr
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/6 Exercise\S/ Switch tt Up - Task List

Assignment 5

Complete the math quiz below. You can calculate the answers by hand or use a calculator if you wish.

2+18= 48+12= 111 + 217 =

97 -6= 39 -22 = 298- 101 =

6X6= 13X10= ]00X44=

32+B= 12O+4= 650+2=

9+42= 155+6= 376 + 2O1 =

75-3= 85-25 = 401-10=

9X4= 25X4= 222X4 =

50=5= 250=5= 800=i0=
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